Moon Fool Physical Theatre Company &
The Quadrangle Trust in Shoreham bring you

ACT Youth

Taster Workshops for 8-12’s & the

Play in a Day 2014

“This was the most amazing workshop ever. Have never enjoyed
myself this much, done all these crazy exercises and felt free of
inhibitions. This workshop has given me a lot of self confidence
and physical fitness”. 11 year old workshop participant

The Play in a Day 2014
We are offering 60 8-12 year olds an intensive introduction to physical
theatre in 7 hours led by MOON FOOL’s Youth leaders at The Quadrangle
Trust in Shoreham, Kent. The day will culminate in a playfully reduced
physical and music driven original version of Shakespeare’s, The Tempest cocreated together with the participating youth.
The workshop will interweave themes of Climate Change through a
simplified break down of the story by means of dynamic, imaginative and
playful games and exercises exploring the archetypes of Master and
Servant. The children will go home singing new songs, speaking
Shakespeare like its slang, able to do basic acrobatics with assistance and
most of all feeling happy, inspired and confident.
The activity will use the full rural context at The Quadrangle site drawing
on activities that interact with
the weather
the surroundings
making journeys
discovering our surroundings
looking at means of survival
inventing our own island and
creating our own stories on the island
The day will be split into 4 sessions, culminating in a showing of at least five
scenes that make up the well known story of Prospero, Miranda, Caliban
and Ariel in Shakespeare’s original play, along with a chorus of clowns,
royalty and spirits.
The day will run:
9.30-11.00 Workshop 1 - Meeting
11.15-12.45 Workshop 2 - Discovery
1.45-3.15 Workshop 3 - Creativity
3.30-4.30 Open sharing for Teachers, Parents, Friends and Guests
The students are guaranteed a uniquely inspiring, incredibly fun and
extremely creative time while discovering things about themselves and
their relation to their own teachers, family and friends that they can take
with them and use after the workshop.
“I learnt things about my body and voice that I didn’t know existed. AnnaHelena, Emily, George and Rudy were really awesome”.
“I loved all the movements, gestures, games and songs. I was amazed at how
the different parts we worked on in groups came together so beautifully”.

MOON FOOL are proposing to run
2 hour taster sessions to introduce
youth in each of the 4 West Kent
Youth Clubs to the Actor - Chorus
- Text (ACT) physical theatre
training in singing, gesture, text,
writing and physicality. The
sessions aim to enroll participants
for the Play in a Day 2014 and
allocate parts from the play. Further
to enrolment participants will join an
online blog to share audio clips of
songs, lines and movement to
practice alongside reading about
the story and its related research.

Contact
ACTYouth@moonfool.com
Director@moonfool.com
07828752946
www.moonfool.com
ACT Youth Blog Site
http://moonfoolactyouth.wordpress.com/

The taster sessions will be led by MOON
FOOL’s Artistic Director Anna-Helena McLean
with assistance from company members Emily
Jane Grant and/or George Bellamy. The 2 hour
intensive sessions will immerse up to 30 8-12’s
in the company’s approach to basic musical
composition using choral singing and
harmony while also learning melodies in unison.
Music will cross with body percussion before
leading into gesture work and using the hands
to mime words and discover the physical
emotion of language. Out of this playful
creativity a chorus will grow. By working through
methods of call and response the children
themselves will be leading one another and
creating their own stories in no time. From here
MOON FOOL will introduce themes from The
Tempest and invite the children to identify with
situations and characters from the play to get a
taste of what is to come when we make the full
Play in a Day 2014.

Who is who?
Moon Fool
A host organisation working in association with The Quadrangle Trust
since 2010 running exchange & training making international theatre,
music & education projects that challenge and inspire diverse audiences

ACT Youth leaders
Anna-Helena - ACT Theatre Director
Emily - Gesture work
George - Voice work
Rudy (Delhi, India) - Text & Acrobatics
Sean (Warsaw, Poland) - Music & Composition
Rosanna - Creative Writing

